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 The Mountain Affair 2017
Mountain Community Resources hosts the single 

largest fundraising event for the Scotts Valley and 

San Lorenzo Valley communities in Santa Cruz 

County. Proceeds support more than 400 families 

with education, counseling, food and clothing.

https://www.facebook.com/events/967349203406262/

Event URL

Project Outline
The 2017 Mountain Affair needed to 
redesign its event branding in order to tie 
the different incarnations of the event. 
The redesign objectives included:

. Paying homage to the event’s history.

. Creating a distinctive, memorable and 
versatile brand image.

 Matching the brand to that of 
the event’s organiser: Mountain 
Community Resources, and by 
extension, to its parent agency, 
Community Bridges.



The Mountain Affair has gone through many incarnations with varying names; some 
years known as the Italian Affaire. My objective was to tie the various themes together: 
community history, the Italian restaurants that have hosted the event many years, and 
stunning mountian wilderness that surrounds the event.

Brand Research and Development
Event History

Inspiration
I pored over material of previous years 
and over classic Italian poster designs for 
inspiration. The two aspects that drew me in 
about both sources were the use of strong, 
solid colours, and an affinity for elegant 
yet clean typography. The leaning tower of 
Pisa was an event icon for a couple of years, 
and in terms of the natural landscape of 
the Scotts Valley area, the redwood trees 
are just as iconic, which shaped early design 
explorations.



One aspect of Italian poster design that 
caught my eye was that strong design 
elements often overlapped and creates new 
tones where they meet. In approaching 
logo design from this angle, the biggest 
challenge was placing the contrasting of 
the Tower of Pisa and a redwood tree while 
keeping the shapes distinct.

Logo

The general style for the Mountain 
Affair brand is clean, moder, friendly and 
vintage. Overlapping semitranslucent 
shapes are somewhat of a challenge to 
modern monochrome logo conventions. 
The distinctive shapes of the tower of Pisa 
and of the redwood tree guarantee a very 
distinct shape, even if colour were removed.

Early logo structure brainstorming.

The leaning quality of the isotype provided a 
great opportunity to experiment with italic 
type to emulate “slant” in interesting ways. 
The words that make the event’s name  
have movement even when left-aligned.

The Mountain Affair logo comes in a horizontal 

and a vertical variant that lend themselves to 

different kinds of layouts.

Logotype in progress…



Event & Print Media
This event used a wide array of print pieces, 
in large numbers. Being as clean and 
readable as possible was very important 
in order to help guests, make them feel 
welcome and ensuring that the event ran 
as smoothly as possible.

Donation card (back).

Press appearances: Celebrate San Lorenzo Valley, 

Beach Neighbors Spotlight Magazine.
Menu, donation card, silent auction 

bidding sheet and event programme.

Event donor thank you banner.



Wortlich
Wortlich is a small team with one mission: bring 

to language learners accessible and context-rich 

lessons drawing from the extensive language-

teaching experience of the founder, Neal McCoy.

Project Outline
This project’s goal: create a promising 
product with a recognisable brand and 
develop a loyal consumer base of language 
learners. The story behind this project is 
divided into brand design and phase 1 of 
our web development story.

https://www.wortlich.xyz (under development)

Project URL



PART 1 
Brand Design
Isotype & Logo

Concepts drew on quotation marks as a 
motif—a metaphor for language and the 
invitation for active learning participation.

A simple and open 

sans-serif was paired 

with this initial proof 

of concept. The idea 

did not make the cut 

but helped us see more 

exactly what we were 

searching for. 

This fluid shape was fun but felt unrelated 
to a core Wortlich brand trait: embody 
the written word & history without using 
familiar typefaces like Georgia / Baskerville.

The Wortlich “W” needed to be distinctive 
and reference classic typography. I also got 
ideas by iterating through several typefaces 
until the direction became more clear.

The bold version of Inknut Antigua became 
the basis for our final isotype design.

Learning should feel fun and inviting, so 
I softened up some edges to create the 
following final product:

Final logo—The rounded rhombus ties the 

product together lends itself to all sorts of 

backgrounds. The quotation marks motif is 

reversed and integrated into the shape of a book 

serif to preserve both the playfulness of previous 

iterations and a nod to classical typefaces.

The accompanying logotype uses Typo Slab 
Regular—a modern & web-friendly slab 
serif font. Our goal was to find through 
iteration one reliable typeface that looked 
attractive enough in headers and legible 
enough as a body type. Our biggest 
constraint though was our typeface budget.



Branding
There are many competitors in language teaching. Our 
strategy is inspired by innovative brands facing similar 
challenges—differentiating themselves in ways that go 
against the grain. After carefully studying competitors, I 
ruled out a few common brand colours and chose purple 
and gold, with a dark gray as an ink tone. While purple and 
gold generally convey royalty or prestige, my intention was 
to convey an electric dynamism that sets the brand apart.

Early design concepts experimenting with colour and typography in a desktop browser .

Mockups for mobile app user flow.

Early development of the user goals and flow.

UI & UX
The core user experience and interface  
ideas were developed with a mobile-first 
approach: users being able to grasp the 
core mechanics on a mobile web platform 
and experiencing the same content 
adapted for the larger desktop screen size 
and the possible lack of touch screen.



PART 2 
Content Manager
The big picture: create a working concept 
of our lesson app & understand the gap 
between concept and implementation. 
Project constraints: I was the sole 
developer, learning the mean stack. We 
were figuring this out as we went. 
Challenges: giving good estimates despite 
nonlinear development progress. Learning 
Typescript + Angular 2 concurrently. 
Decisions: we chose to first build a content 
manager for lesson content.  
The goal: use this experience & 
infrastructure to launch our user app.

This was the most demanding project phase 
so far & accomplishing it means a lot to us.

Data structures
Carefully modeling lesson data was 
crucial. Data structures can grow and turn 
unwieldy in the long run. With that in mind, 
I considered the requirements and features 
that we deemed necessary.

In Mongodb, objects (languages) reference 
documents (lessons) by ID. I built in Nodejs 
& Resourcejs a system of crud operations 
reachable by urls that obey data hierarchy:

 server_address/language/ 
(all languages)

 server_address/language/id 
(specific language)

 server_address/language/id/lesson 
(lessons from selected language)

 server_address/language/id/lesson/id 
(selected lesson, selected language)

In the frontend, Angular 2 also allows us to 
navigate through content similarly.

App features
The final product allows us to create 
languages, add lessons to them, and 
customise via subtopics and scenarios how 
the data is organised. The authentication 
mechanism also ensures our data is safe.

This is a basic language view when it has 0 lessons:

This is a basic lesson-management view.

Early design concepts experimenting with colour and typography in a desktop browser .



 Monterey Bay Adult Day Care
Monterey Bay Adult Day Care was south Santa 

Cruz county’s first non-profit senior day care. 

It intended to provide a safe place for the elderly 

and disabled during the day.

Project Outline
Our goal with this project was to raise 
funds successfully in order to open 
a nonprofit adult day care. The plan 
consisted of the following:

. Co-ordinating a fundraiser campaign 
and use social media and press to direct 
attention to it.

. Supporting this fundraiser through 
a fresh and recognisable brand voice 
that reflects closely what the founder 
envisions and what is to be provided to 
the community.

. Updating the website, social media 
pages and print materials to act as the 
backbone of this effort.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170717201458/ 
http://www.montereybayadultdaycare.com/

Project URL



The best place to start such an open-ended 
project was to conceive of a recognisable 
and effective logo. The previous logo had 
the following noteworthy characteristics:

•	 An	arrangement	of	autumn	leaves	of	
three colours, on a blue oval. The colours 
used—orange, green and blue—evoke 
fall, spring and calm.

•	 This	colour	arrangement	is	accompanied	
by a light transitional-style serif font 
that evokes a sense of the classic, 
trustworthiness and familiarity.

•	 Key	ideas	that	feed	into	the	logo	and	
colour scheme design included the 
symbology of the leaves, seasons and the 
idea of aging gracefully and with dignity.

Research and Execution
Logo

The emerging logo concepts revolved 
around, as stated, concepts of the leaves, 
green & orange representing vitality and 
grace, and the idea of a home as a place 
of safety and comfort. There are also 
references to the transition of the seasons.

The final design takes the essence of the 
autumn leaf and turns it into a body in 
which a small, cottage-like house rests. 
Quaint smoke from a chimney representing 
warmth also stand in for the stem that the 
leaf hangs from, which also alludes to the 
community support nonprofits depend on.

coming soon



Typeface
A font was needed that fulfilled the 
following requirements:

•	 Open-license	agreement,	partly	because	
of budget, and in part because open-
license typefaces reflect better the 
altruistic spirit of the nonprofit. This also 
has the benefits of being accessible to 
future use by the organisation.

•	 A	close	resemblance	to	the	transitional-
style typeface of the old logo.

•	 Harmony	with	the	logo.

Vollkorn for headers, and Alegreya Sans for body.

Colour Scheme
I found key ideas that could effectively 
create a colour scheme via the feedback on 
the original colours’ meaning used in the old 
website, flyers and logo. Divergent thinking 
was employed to create several unexpected 
colour variations that helped influence the 
final colour scheme.

These colours were narrowed down to the 
following labels: grace, life, trust, comfort, 
calm and wisdom. Each of these words 
is a meaningful element in the mission 
of Monterey Bay Adult Day Care and 
the colours picked reflected this in early 
mockups provided further direction.

Rough version of final colours.



Website
The website revamp was built mobile-first. 
The main priority was clear navigation and 
high legibility, for the intended audience.

One approach taken was the reimagination 
of the old website, retrofitted for mobile, to 
see how the content would behave.

The elements directly reference the previous 
website, and the logo contains many of the 
colours of the previous design. The samples 
to the right were from the first reimaginning 
phase, and teach us something about how 
to go about redesigning it from scratch:

Smaller view.

Larger view

Older version, retrofitted for mobile.



Final Product
After narrowing down the typeface 
combinations, the colours to be used and in 
which arrangements, the layouts of the pages 
and the logo, I set out to create a mobile-
first page that would adapt to wide variety of 
sizes and resolutions.

This final website was developed using 
Bootstrap, JQuery, SASS. From the beginning, 
the design was run on several devices:

Adaptive at all sizes.



Print materials
The flyers were designed with the same 
brand style and voice in mind, with some 
reference to older materials.

Wireframes, drafts and real-size mockups.

The inside of the flyer.

The flyer, printed version.



Chile-based startup with team-members across 

Latin America. LatAm Connex curates remote 

talent in the region for American & Canadian 

companies. Working in a wide array of print and 

digital media required organisational skills and a 

solid visual language foundation. This explores the 

visual language and the challenges across media.

LatAm Connex

Brand Design Guideline
As a fast-moving job with many different 
responsibilities in print and digital design, 
it was key to maintain a coherent and 
consistent brand image and visual language 
for the company to reuse. Over the course 
of the first quarter with the company, I 
synthesised the different design practices 
laid out by previous designers in the 
company. Previous inconsistencies were 
opportunities to further elaborate an 
internally consistent visual language for the 
company and more closely approximate the 
message of LatAm Connex.

http://latamconnex.com/blog/

Company URL



Social Media
While at first the requirements for social 
media content were no more specific than 
“make it look good”, this changed as I 
developed in parallel the Brand Guideline 
mentioned in the previous page.

This process was two-fold. First, I 
determined that there was a baseline 
brand language that affected all our 
communications. Second, this baseline was 
slightly differentiated for the two kinds 
of audiences we reached: Latin America-
based remote talent on one hand, and also 
management in US-based tech companies.

Media created for our potential remote candidates. Media created for potential US & Canada clients.



Business cards—front and back.

Company shirts—proudly worn at #9punto5.

Print Media
As our activities geared up for major growth 
opportunities, I had the great privilege of 
designing company business cards, apparel 
and conference material such as posters.

/LatAmConnex

www.latamconnex.com



Trinity Consultores
Based in Santiago, Chile, with projects that 

venture into wider Latin America, Trinity ensures 

their clients grow their productivity by 30% 

without the need to lay off any employee.

Project Outline
The clients needed to revamp their 
website, so that they could achieve the 
following goals:

. Embrace mobile accessibility by leaving 
the previous Flash-based platform.

. SEO-friendly resources

. A sleek and fast-loading experience

http://www.productivity.cl

Project URL



Logo
A logo was offered, as a polished version 
of the previous one,with stronger identity 
and legibility at smaller sizes, which the 
client chose to use later when they got 
another opportunity to redesign their 
business cards with it.

Horizontal layout

Vertical layout

Old logo

New business card (front)

�rofits � People

jose@productivity.cl

Oficina: +56 (2) 2840 0969
Celular: +56 (9) 9334 6686

Apoquindo 6410
Oficina 212, Las Condes

Santiago, Chile

José Gutiérrez
Consultor Senior

www.productivity.cl



Ideation & Execution
I spent considerable time finding ways 
to convey simplicity, approachability, 
geometry, measure, a touch of friendliness 
and modernity. One recurring theme was 
the idea of including the structure of the 
letter “T” in the layout of the page, which 
is present on the home page in the form of 
negative space at large browser views.

Website
The design is sleek and easy to navigate, 
letting the content itself speak. The 
interface is clean, the colours form a strong 
brand and are recognisable. The final 
website,	coded	fully	in	HTML5	and	CSS3,	
is fully responsive and adjusts to different 
browsers, device & sizes.

Using Google SpeedTest, the page 
performs well, and feedback from the 
client says that the page loading feels 
almost instantaneous.



Project Outline
Long-time	friend	Sebastian	Hunt	and	I	
decided to create a visual arts design studio, 
and within the span of a month:

. Create a recognisable brand.

. Build a responsive and SEO-friendly site.

. Create a diverse portfolio of pieces.

Hyperlander Design
Hyperlander Design is an independent design 

studio I cofounded with fellow designer Sebastian 

Hunt. Under the Hyperlander name, we publish 

graphic art projects and visual experiments.

Moon Jellies. Credits—Art: Sebastian Hunt. 

Composition & calligraphy: me.

Tarot card concept. Credits—Card design: Sebastian Hunt. Photo & Photoshop: me.

http://hyperlanderdesign.com/work.html

Project URL



Website
The website revamp was built mobile-first. 
The main priority was clear navigation and 
high legibility, for the intended audience.

One approach taken was the reimagination 
of the old website, retrofitted for mobile, 
to see how the content would behave.

The elements directly reference the 
previous website, and the logo contains 
many of the colours of the previous design.

Fullscreen view

Mobile view of illustrations.



Logos & Layouts



More Layouts—Web and Print



© 2018, Eamon Bohan

All rights reserved.

For more information, 
please visit my website: 
www.eamonbohan.com.


